BACON CREAM

1962

JAN 1 - Cook - Zimmerman - IN 12:00 AM, OUT 12:01 AM, worked on Library. OUT 8:58 PM. Happy New Year!

DOME SLIT WILL BE FIXED SATURDAY

Jan 5

Wendy, Dave, 9 AM - 12:45
Stow a manual, 9:15 AM - 12:00
Tom Cooke, 9:45 - 12:45
Replaced cable on dome slit
Painted control cabinet
Optics to be put back 1:45 - 62
1/12/63
Tom, Wendy in 9 PM, showed part old to read. Put Photopaper and photo

1/13/62
1:45 PM, showed part of drive out of 1962

Dan 13, 6:15 PM

1/13/62

Wend, Herschel, Jungens

Pape, put optic back

1/18/62

K. S. white in 9. To Wendy.
1-20-62 Worked floor. 4130-4230. 8:30 a.m. Started 10:15 a.m. Worked 10:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Weather cloudy. 37° F. No rain. 11:00 a.m. had a slight break of 43.5° F. and then恶化 to cool off — 2° 7°. 3 pm.

Put abrasive in saw.

WATCH OIL BURNER - THERMOSTAT

DOES NOT SHUT OFF. FURNACE


Furnace millwall light witness.

\[\text{Commissary of regulars at 8:30:00; out 7:30} \]

To Cold = +7°


1/23-62 W.T. offered a dance.

\[\text{M. led by at variable. Siren blowing and} \]


deton. O. S. & N. was magnificent. Demo wouldn't

close, but to go satisfactory that it then began. Thank

\[\text{known prisoners. Furnaces working. OK. tonight.} \]

\[\text{But not thermostat. out 11:00 A.M.} \]

1-25-62 Reford. Turned out. will now operate

\[\text{furnace well for other live system of} \]

12:30 A.M.

\[\text{More work.} \]

11:30 A.M.

Jan 27-62 2:05 P.M. Cook, Thomas. Award

eye and hair. OK.

\[\text{Jan 28} \]

\[\text{Mr. Kent & Ken. White in 8:30 A.M. Returned Book Collector.} \]

\[\text{It county work on library. Out 8:30 A.M.} \]

\[\text{Replaced 2 light bulbs over desk.} \]

\[\text{Feb 11-62 Alberti installed two 5 lb.} \]

\[\text{dry chemical fire extinguisher.} \]
2/13/62  Long Beach  8:40-9:45
Cafed several variable star
chart for use in Baltimore
Sills General Hospital. T2:30
Thomas Pope had out her
the evening at 2. We left
about 9:00.

DO NOT USE
Furnace  Dangerous.
T. Pope

For no reason
should you USE Furnace
until shorter looks
very dangerous

2-8-62 2:00 P.M.
We Furnace Works foreman.
No go.

2-9-62  Knock, Cut 7:10 P.M. Clear skies
No go.

2-9-62  At Watson to 2110 Work on Doctor 223.

Robert Martin Smithsonian Observer in Charge
/ Momentary inspection Milwaukee
/ Now at work and at Halbach 11:30-12:0
/ 2-10-62  Knin & 204 Wife oven, stove & sink
Feb 11, '62

Patrick Cook, Kunuki, Cloudy Skies
Top Pape' Your Book "Outer Space
Photography for the Amateur" is in
the safe (I hope it will be in the
safe by the time you read this!)
Thanks very much for use of it, R.Cook

IN - 12:00 A.M. OUT - Kunuki borrowed
100g. variable charts, retouched & hydrgyte, borrowed 4.25
projection lens. Cook & Kunuki observed & variable
changed down office, then garbage and. flashlight was
clown was off, Quit at 9:30 P.M.

2/14/62

Pope, Plates

2/17/62

John Geraci, James Beck, Mr. L. Shafer, Don Haaga came for
work party 9:30 A.M.
Ken and Jim White and Ben
came later.
We cleaned whole library and fixed
star charts. Please keep them in order.
Also, Pope please close
and lock. Some Trap Door
it was left wide open.
We all went home at 11 P.M.
Len Schoefer.

2/20/62

Ken White went to 740 P.M. couldn't hear
Glass Shelves will not hold books.
Broke while morning. Books out 9:25 am.

2-29-62 Reminded to get in 10:30 am.
I was sick with fever. We didn't want to leave it. Anyway everyone wouldn't let it. Quit again on 3/1.
I would like a clean god night take a shower. Don't make the laundry. Poll to enter the door.

3/1/62

7:30 PM

3/2/62 Main event. 7:30 PM to 11:25 PM.


3/4/62

7:30 PM

3/2/62

Komiche & I got off.

10:30 PM

Had a good time.

3-2-62

Noah in at 9 PM. Observed 7900 G. Holgate

3-1-62

Sky and Tel 5120 Coke, bigger boring 250, x-ray head shot for hair. 18 in. 20 in.

83°F

3-3-62

Komiche & I sit in 6:15 PM. Again we couldn't get the slide again. We got on the roof and tried the cable but this did not help. Maybe something.

Mangle. 8:35

3-4-62

Purchased 5000. At 5:30

To the top of the chute sticks.

3.16.62

TEMP

March 17, 1962. Pat Cook at 12:00 was right.

27° 5' 35" 6:00 AM 32° 12 AM 7° 50' 35"

PLATE CAMERA 5/13 F. L. A. EXCELLENT

SKY AND SEEING CONDITIONS. Moon Photos.

J. Kniselle, whites came as Cook

March 17, 62. Wank Party.

9:30 AM. K. Schaf.

Dinner Party

2:30 Bow deck went home. No one.

At 9:35

C. Went 1:30 PM. 2:30 PM. Put down shit google back on. Need oiling on pulley.

Kniselle

3:12-24 Lillian White 5:00 PM. Lunch at 4:00 PM.

Went and library at 9:30 and out 9:45

Kniselle out at 9:30.


Card Shop 7:00 P.M. Card Shop.

2:30-3:30 L. 7:00-9:45

Note: diagonal was poorly aligned. Watch it!

Apples and Sweet Rolls found in office. Do not leave food in.

3:25 Ben Marched about 2:30 PM. отметил имеем

2 chairs & Ice cream

3-26 A. G. From 8:00 to bed pictures of Charlie
3/30/62

Henry B. 8.360 7:30 PM 11:10 PM
Pictured 35MM M103 2 of M153

Jim Schoeff 8:00 PM Brought out some cases in.

Don Brusky 7:10 PM

K + 1 White in S 35 MM but looks

Kris Brown 8:30 PM

Ron King Rins 8:30 PM Absorbs with 10"

Kris Brown took 5 20" to give to Bob.

Kris Brown 9:15 PM

Occultation of Jupiter

March 31, 1962

Occultation of the planet Saturn

March 31 Cook Burke, Kuniki picture in 12:00 AM out 7:45 AM

Kuniki borrowed NAS No. 2 eyepiece for astronomy project will return April 7, 1962

4/1/62

Bill photograph 7:05 PM 4:50 AM

Bill 8:00 PM 7:00 out 9:30 Dutch picture

Albright arrived at 12:10 AM

Kuniki 61 asteroid. Did not see it.

Left at 2:10 AM

4-6-62

Marcie he white 8 7 25 PM Clouded up out of sight

Leo. Schoerer IV at 8:00 PM out 9 PM

Vigorous wind of Kuniki observed from 832000 m 3 20 PM with 6" reflector

4-7-62

Pot Cook, very Kuniki, Wendel, Henschel

Tristan Vogtens. Heavy sky

Leo. Schoerer brought out a telescope, and a tablet. Kuniki returned the telescope

Wind, Frieden, morning 10 PM

Temp 9:00 PM 35
4-7-62 (اردی)  Tom McFarland 8:30 - 10:30  Haye Becoming intolerable, we are going back to Madison.

Note: I could not find mirror cover which used to be placed over mirror when it wasn't being used. I am assuming that it has been discarded or is not used anymore.

Note: I came out in the winter and you would know what happened.

4-8-62  Various White, Byington cabinet. 1811.
Rex films for Schaefer. 5 rolls of 23.

Found a pair of binoculars in case and put in front of the new Dome. Let's find things away. Returned them safe.

4-9-62  Kenneth White 8 pm. Who was out here Sun. Note that did not sign in.
Dome? Also.

4-13-62  Don Haagen, 7:00 p.m. Haagen.
Ken White 7:30 pm. Schaefer out at 12:20. New Comet.

Put on star charts at some college gal and school science club.

10:10 pm.

H. E. Beam 4-11-62. White Washeton Library told 118°, then observed M4 7460. Oct 1841.

4-11-62  in at 7:15 p.m. Clear sky and checked aurora.

Temp: 9:10 PM.

7/13/62  Cole 1 pm. 7:30 out 9:00

4-17-62  Same White in 6.5 cm. Out 9:25 p.m.

Temporary replaced finder on "24" scope.
4-19-62
Sighted what appeared to be a funnel cloud in the Brookfield area. Viewed comet "W". Replaced safety light bulb at the top of the stairway in the dome. Viewed various clusters & nebulae. Found shutter closed but not locked.

4-22-62
Worked 3:30 PM to the slide projector for meeting tonight.

TOM MC FARLAND 10:30 PM - 12:30 AM

4-23-62
Work Party in. 9 AM
Al Halvorsen, out. 11:30.
Bell & Joan.

Papo - took lovers light to fix.

4-24-62
Worked 9 AM to 5 PM. Wrote a letter to Auntie L. Wrote a letter to Auntie M. J.L. Wrote a letter to Auntie N. Wrote a letter to Auntie O. Wrote a letter to Auntie P. Wrote a letter to Auntie Q. Wrote a letter to Auntie R. Wrote a letter to Auntie S. Wrote a letter to Auntie T. Wrote a letter to Auntie U. Wrote a letter to Auntie V. Wrote a letter to Auntie W. Wrote a letter to Auntie X. Wrote a letter to Auntie Y. Wrote a letter to Auntie Z.

4-25-62
Packed clothes on 6 AM train. Left Brookfield at 6 AM. Arrived at home at 7 AM. Spent the afternoon in the office. Went to the movies at night.

4-26-62
Went to the movies at night.

4-27-62
Went to the movies at night.

4-28-62
Went to the movies at night.

4-29-62
Went to the movies at night.

4-30-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-1-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-2-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-3-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-4-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-5-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-6-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-7-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-8-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-9-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-10-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-11-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-12-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-13-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-14-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-15-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-16-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-17-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-18-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-19-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-20-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-21-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-22-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-23-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-24-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-25-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-26-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-27-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-28-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-29-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-30-62
Went to the movies at night.

5-31-62
Went to the movies at night.
Walsh - worked on Project Spartan, a tentative observing program for the summer months, without too much success.
Also observed meteor, moon, and Jupiter.

4-24-62 Kent Sim White In 1PM about NGC's. Out 12:40 AM

4-25-62 Kent Sim White In 2AM about NGC's. Out 12:30 AM

Due to a loose diagonal mirror, observed by the White, I replaced it with a leg diagonal mirror until the other diagonal mirror was fixed. Out at 9:10 AM.

4-26-62* Kent Sim White In 5:20 PM Out

Group of 90+ which you should have been there. Why?

4-27

Kent Sim White In 7:30 PM Out

Observe 27 NCG's Out at 12:00 AM

4-28-62 3 PM to 4:30 PM. Recovered book to library. Publication of the Cassini

Observe: Weathers: Windy American
Temp: 54° F, W 10 MPH.

Will return Sunday night & never chance in due. Back to home - Out 3:30

5-1-62 Kent Sim White In 7:30 PM Out 8:30 PM

Pope In 7:30 PM out 8:50 PM

5-2-62 Kent Sim White In 8:20 AM Out 9:40 AM

Observe NCG's

5-26. A white spot at Kent Mailing

in 8:30 PM 9:45

Walter Speckard In 8:20 PM 10:00 PM

Poundmaker Elizabeth Park, Minnesot. Bally 20 foot

In 12 AM. Helped cut trees. Rain Out 4 PM

Cook, Kunicki, Fun, and Jim White at grass

Cook Kunicki Out 7:00 PM went home with
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5/6/62  Pope in 5:30 P.M.  Out 9:45
Zit in 6:15 P.M.  Out 9:45
Wates in 6:36 P.M.  Out 9:45
She. Vennez Mercer and Vannus the Man

5/8  Hallard 7:30 P.M.  Waked on Satellite
Telescope mount which was placed
into by Assistant and Shaffer at
Arm with help of Bruce seating a crane.
Out 9:45 P.M.

5/9/62  Pope in 6:30 P.M.  Out 9:15

5/10/62  Zit in 11:20 A.M.
Cables on dome are twisted.
I couldn't go up there alone.
To Pope: "If you come out and
have trouble with the domes,
Call me; there is a good
chance that I will be at
home. Out 1:30 P.M.

5-13-62  Zit in 8:45
Used 8" Long focus scope for a
while; excellent view of the moon. Good
definition; pretty good seeing. Observa-
tions lasted for only about 15 min.
because of high winds. Scope vueltaed
Half trouble coming down again; no
trouble. Signed something left done
about it. If there is any thing from you
do, I would like to be still of this
fact. (Anger annoyance.)
Out 10:20 P.M.  Zeme 61°

5-15/62  Pope in 7:00 P.M.  Out 10:30 P.M.

5-17/62  Kay & Jim White 7 ½°  Brought
Pack for Small bars - Mending, Parts
Need washers, spacers to make them

50
May 18
McFand 1:00 A.M. - 1:45 (too cloudy)
Strum 12:00 A.M. - 1:45
Rod 12:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. (Too pretty)
W.B. Alhart 7:00 A.M. 9:45 A.M.

Tom McGand 9:45 to 11:15 A.M.

Tom Pope 9:45 out 2:00 P.M.

Tom McGand 3:30 P.M. - 6:15 P.M.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Hare were down, and
filled gas can again. 50c

Pope in 6:00 P.M. out 10:00
217 in 6:40 P.M. out 10:00 —
Wendy, Henschel, Liz helped Scout group
left 10:00.

May 19
Scout group 86 — Brought by Stephen Kliman
Wendy, Henschel, Liz helped Scout group
left 10:00.

May 20
Wendy, Henschel 2 in 10:30 P.M. out 2:30 P.M. Tipton

May 20
Wendy, Henschel 10-3

May 25-26
Ray McGand 8-10 P.M.

May 25-26
Wendy, Henschel 8-10 P.M. Tipton.

Ray McGand out with Dahlen from Kelby School.

6-25-62
Ray McGand 8:00 out. Tipton 10:30.

6-25-62
Ray McGand White. Picked up Tipton for work
and left at near 10 P.M. Tipton 7:30 P.M.

Ray McGand out with Quint Res. Medium 6:45 - 10:00
(Comed back if out between 6:45 and 10:00)

P. Glaser — In 7:00 P.M. - Out 8:45 CST
Prep, Mounting for Astro Camera

Page Stone — 9:00 - 10:00

Halton — Worked very much on 8 - 11 P.M.

5-28-62
Ray McGand White. Rating camera tripod work
on Chincoteague Rocks 2 in 10:30 P.M. 4:30

Pope in 7:30 out 10:30

5-29-62
Pope in 9:30 out 10:00

Prime Focus
May 30

8:00
Albright, Ed, Halbach, Richard, Helleck.
Schaffer - Kent, Jim, White
Albright, Halbach, left at 4:15 PM.
Worked on Moonwatch May 1st.
White helped cut grass out 5 PM.

May 30

Glasser & Pease - Installing Camera
Out 20:15 CST. In 9 PM. Pease,
Glasser, Oszypowski adjusting camera.

Camera Not Yet Usable

Potted Romex extension cord to hot leads in Buckstaff dome - Power
line to camera pier is dead.
Out 11:15 PM.

May 31

Tom & Jim White in 8:16 CST. Out 10:30 PM
And group from Leland School Elm Grove 6:00 AM

June 2

Glasser, Jim, White, Wend, Oszypowski, Jerges
8:00 8:14
Wend, Jerges out 11:44
Glasser, Oszypowski & Joe out 12 midnight
White observed 20, 7905, Jupiter, Saturn, Out 3:10 AM

June 3-4

Til. McFarland (cloudy!)

June 5

Ed Halbach, Richard Halbach, and
Jane Kuehni, working on
moonwatch cliff Out at 11 PM.

June 7

Short brought out limbs for moonwatch build.
(How about cleaning up lecture hall)
Jero: it looks like a mess.

June 7

Glasser - Working on camera - in 3:00 PM, out 6:30 PM

Tony, Halbach - Urbana Satellite Site
7:00-11:00 PM.
June 9
I was here, bought Hardware for satellite, also putDefaults for projector in tool cabinet. See you about July 6-1962.

From Scenic.

June 12
15.78. White in. 8:30. Out 10:30
Pope in 7:30 am
Ed & Dick Halstead - worked on satellite 8:00 - 10:30

June 13, 1962
Henry & Louis 8:30 pm to 10:10 pm

June 13, 1962
Albright. 7:45 - 10:30

June 15
Arrived here
June 16
Kenshin White in 10:30. Out 1:30

June 16
Kenshin White was on all Sat. Shed 9:30
Earned $20 of Rod & shutters also spent fort
scope - left magazine new sat. shed out 3:45

June 15
Kumico Johnson & Zelowski in am
Jin Jacobs 9:35. eq. 1:35 - 9:00 pm
Kumico & New Dismanny. discussed
Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars. Did
several variables and also observed NGC
2516. Water container closed lecture hall and
Davy Star out. 10:30 am.

June 19, 1962
Albright arrived at 5:15.

June 20
Albright's lamp arrived at 6:30
Cal Scott - removed zodiac from satellite.
June 20

Glaser - made test photos with astro-camera - out 23:35 CDT

June 22

- Mark Kuzma's, Jerome Kunicki 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 7:35 AM, included all left shed, out 11:30 AM, cut the rest of the grass

Glaser - to make more test photos

Clouded out - left 23:40 CDT

Kunicki, Kunicki swept observation cabin, aligned 12½" finder, blind pulleys on the scope, cleaned condenser in 12½ telescope, and sprayed the place around insects and against implied garbage. Oct 7, 1915

Kunicki returned large recording. Aug 9, Kunicki 2:30 - 4:30

Knock apart remains of satellite sugar structure & pulled nails. Bobh family visited, picked up Var Sta recording sheets.

Cooke, Kunicki, Downdale Walsh

June 23

Max, Picnic gave weather about 50 percent.

No rain. (Wurr Boon the 30)

June 24

No # item about the ceramic well at Shingle.

Glaser - Camera Test photos - out 23:40 CDT

Kunicki, Cooke, Thor, in 7 AM - 7:45 PM field observing.

Out -

Wade observed variables as well as usual celestial mesh - moon of nebulae, planets, etc.

Also library research on "Project Saturn" water jugs forest decent work, must be stepped up with shrub of orange from the punch

Left it field with H.0 to keep burglar.
June 27th, Narama and Haaga left at 4:30 A.M.
June 28th, Ben Barre, took rest of Satellite House apart but found blocks too heavy to handle as to getting them inside here on the east wall. Now they are piled on west side of the old bay windows. Tues. 8:45 to 10:45 A.M.

Open House

Ken & Big White 11:45 A.M.
Vera & George 6:30 P.M.
J. H. & Jean Herschel 7:30 P.M.
Harry & Papale 8:30 P.M.
G. Pope 9:00 P.M.
Hugh & Maria 9:30 P.M.

June 27 Hallard (15 AC Spark Plug motor)

Tested variable 1/2 sec. & long.

PLASER - POPE - CAMERA TEST.
PHOTOS - OUT 11:15 P.M. CDT.

June 27 Matthews at 8:00 P.M. Closed windows in satellite building. Made sample batch for 13 spectroscopic stars. Balanced 16" declination axis. Checked micrometer swing on prime. This variable still uncertain.

N.B.: Hey for workshop pedestal broke when 9 February to me it. Jack Scheffer, listen his camera 12 B's. 6/10/49.
June 28
Dzygowski
3:00-4:00 AM
Sygiiete observations and photos, using four
Albrecht, McEwan, Fleming, and Walch
took Radar Peculiar and Dish
from top of house for Repair
for this location. Left at 7:30.
Found new tool box, Key
to replace old broken Oil
 Took lawnmower wheel
 back to have it repaired.

June 28
Welshin 8:30
Variables
Seeing terrible transparency worse
out 10:30

June 30
GLASER Camera Test Photos - Out at 11:25 PM
July 1
Cook, Albrecht, and work
Oxygen test, Peculiar, Photography out 1:30 AM
Treibich, Zottelbert delivered more Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn
also observed 30 NGC's and variables.
Out at 8:30 AM.

July 3
Helleck 7:30-11 PM, carpentry on Satellite Dish
40-Inch with 5, 65 PM, out 9:30 PM
Albrecht, Cklam replaced lawnmower wheel. Phil Glesier worked

July 4
Pat Cook in 9:20 & Treibich
Out at 9:30 PM
3 Variables, Albrecht & Klam left
at 10:45

July 5
GLASER - Test Photos - Out at 11:00 PM COT
Walsh in 12:30. Cloudy on
Sunday in 11:10 AM
Walsh - variables & Jupiter drawings; out 2:30 PM
Oxygen test, Peculiar
Dzygowski photos.